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Talking about yourself (2) Where are you from? (02) In context: 3-5

Jose: ______ I do! Role Play: 3-5 minutes. Practice the conversation on your own. Samuel: Hey there. I am Samuel, it's a pleasure to meet you. Yoko: My name ... 
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Talking about yourself (2) Where are you from? (02) In context: 3-5 minutes



1. Hey there. My name is Jane, it’s nice to meet you.



2. Nice to meet you too, my name is Chris. 3. Where are you from?



4. I’m from London, but I live in Florida.



5. Oh, wow! Are you British?



now. 6. No, I am American, but I come from and lived in London almost all my life.



What are they doing?



Chris



Jane



This conversation uses the vocabulary we have already learned and adds some new phrases too. Look at the phrases used in casual conversation when talking about “where you are from.”



Vocabulary 3-5 minutes Review the new phrases below: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



Hey there – a casual way to say “hello” From – the place a person is born Almost all my life – refers to many years Wow – a casual way to show shock Grew up – where you spent your childhood What about you? – asking the same question you were just asked



When discussing where we come from, use the information below to explain where you come from, what you are, and what language you speak: I am I am I am I am I am I am



from from from from from from



England. the USA. France. Italy. Japan. Mexico.



I am I am I am I am I am I am



British. American. French. Italian. Japanese. Mexican.



I speak English. I speak English. I speak French. I speak Italian. I speak Japanese. I speak Spanish.



Where are you from: 5-10 minutes Read the two dialogues below. These are common ways we can talk about where we are from and we have included some of the vocabulary learned in previous objectives. Dialogue 1 Samuel: Yoko: Samuel: Yoko: Samuel: Yoko: Samuel:



Hey there. I am Samuel, it’s a pleasure to meet you. My name is Yoko, it’s a pleasure to meet you too. Where are you from? I am from Japan, but I have lived in America most of my life. Wow! You must speak good Japanese. Yes, of course I do. What about you? I’m from the USA.



Dialogue 2: Daniele: Sarah: Daniele: Sarah: Daniele:



Hey there. My name is Daniele, I am from Italy. Where are you from? Hi Daniele. I am from England. Oh, so you are English? Yes! You must speak perfect Italian. I come from Italy, but I grew up in the United States.



Written Practice 5-10 minutes broad Fill in the conversation with the appropriate words provided.



Marcus: Jose: Marcus: Jose: England. Marcus: Jose:



grew up



from



speak



you



Mexico



name



Spanish



of course



Hello there. My name is Marcus. Hi Marcus, my _______ is Jose. Where are you _______? I am from England. What about _______? Oh, wow! You _____ English. I’m from _____, but I ________ in Do you speak _________? _________ I do!



Role Play: 3-5 minutes Practice the conversation on your own. Samuel: Yoko: Samuel: Yoko: Samuel: Yoko: Samuel:



Hey there. I am Samuel, it’s a pleasure to meet you. My name is Yoko, it’s a pleasure to meet you too. Where are you from? I am from Japan, but I have lived in America most of my life. Wow! You must speak good Japanese. Yes, of course I do. What about you? I’m from the USA.



Role Play: 3-5 minutes Practice the conversation with your teacher. Situation: You have just met a new friend from France. Her name is Catherine. Practice having a conversation similar to the examples given.



Watch it!: Watch the video. This video shows many people from different places. Listen carefully to where each person is from. Then, watch the video again and answer the questions. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9PsgBhtsnE Answer the questions: 1. Where is Barbara from?______________ 2. Where is Howie and his family from? ____________ 3. Where was Jill originally from? Fill in the blanks. 1. ______ are you from? 2. ______ from Iran. 3. _____your name?



Quiz: 10-15 minutes Match the Vocabulary with the correct definition: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



Hey What about you? From Almost all my life Wow Grew up What about you?



A. the place a person is born B. where you spent your childhood C. refers to many years D. asking the same question you were just asked E. a casual way to show shock F. casual way to say “hello” G. a casual way to show shock



Fill in the blank with the correct choice given. Jackson: Sheila: Jackson: Sheila: Jackson:



Hey______. My _______ is Jackson. (hello/ name, there/ name) Hi Jackson, ______ Sheila. It’s nice to meet ______. (I’m/too, name, you) Where are ____from Sheila? (you, her) I’m _____ the United States, but I ______ in England. (from/ from. From, am) Wow! You are _________! (England, British)



Fill in the blanks in the table below: Country 1. I am from England. 2. I am from_______. 3. I am ___________. 4. I ____ France. 5. ________Italy.



What are you? I am _________ I am Mexican. I _________. ___________ ____________.



Language I speak _______. I speak_______. I speak Japanese. I ____________ ______________.
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02 Social English - Talking about yourself - 00 Asking about places 

Am I in a medieval cathedral? C. No, he isn't. 4. Is Carol at home? D. Yes, they are. 5. Are you & your family at the restaurant? F. No, you are not. Complete.
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Talking about yourself (2) Introducing Yourself (01) In context: 3-5 

Introducing Yourself (01). In context: 3-5 minutes. What are they doing? Review the conversation. Peter and Alexandra are meeting each other for the first time.
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02 Social English - Talking about yourself - 01 Introduction 

What is the man's name? John Kenet. Joe Kent. Joel Kent. Where are they? in a company in New York at the office. Listen again #2: Put the sentences in order:.
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Talking about yourself (2) Discussing Your Family (03) In context: 3-5 

about you. 1. Hi Melissa, this is my friend Sam. 7. How old is your brother? 3. ... Review the rule of plural and singular nouns in the grammar section 3, objective ...
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To Where You Are - Sheetdownload 

TO WHERE YOU ARE. Words and Music by. RICHARD MARX and. LINDA THOMPSON. Slowly J = 69. Bb. F7sus/BS. KOJI. IIRIT. IIIIJ. IIIII. II. iTTI. LIII. TITT). TTTI.
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Talking about your preferences (04) In context: 3-5 minutes What are 

Me too and I also like non-fiction books! What about you ... 4. Do you like chocolate? ... (just/did). 6. Me ____ ! (to/too). Put the sentences into the correct order. 1.
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Where do you live? (3) Your City (01) In context: 3-5 minutes What are 

Hi Greg, I'm Matt. It's nice to meet you too. Greg: What city do you live in? Matt: I live in Little Rock, Arkansas. What about you? Greg: I live in Phoenix, Arizona.
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Getting oriented (06) Asking where a place is (02) In context: What are 

Ok. So I should walk down to the stop sign and take a right at the flower shop. Then, keep walking and past the corner store I will see the library? 6. That's right.
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Where do you live? (3) Your Neighborhood (02) In context: 3-5 

Neighborhood. A. â€œniceâ€�. 2. It's. B. not quiet. 3. It's great. C. people who live in your neighborhood. 4. Yup! D. the area you live in. 5. Neighbors. E. a lot of dirt or ...
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TALKING ABOUT YOURSELF (04) Expressing your feelings Dating 

Perhaps we could go out to dinner tomorrow night? 6. That would be nice. 4. Thank you Nancy. I would like to see you again. 3. I also think you are very nice and.
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Talking About Illness .fr 

ä¸çº§9 Talking About Illness in Mandarin. A: ä½ æ€Žä¹ˆäº†ï¼Ÿ ... Learn Mandarin episode code: ... ç¹�é«”ä¸æ–‡å¯¹è¯�æ–‡æœ¬ Dialogue in Traditional Characters. A: ä½ æ€Žéº¼äº†ï¼Ÿ
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Talking About A Revolution Don't you know They're talking bout a 

Formation Langues â€“ A. Bidine. Talking About A Revolution. By Tracy Chapman. Don't you know. They're talking bout a revolution. It sounds like a whisper.
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VISITING A CLIENT (2) Confirming an appointment (02) IN CONTEXT 

Jennifer Smith: So, we are meeting on Tuesday March 12th at 11 am? Mr. Gomez: No, it is Thursday March 14th at 1 pm. Jennifer: Oh, ok. I'm looking at the ...
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SOCIALIZING (04) Talking about your day (03) In context: 3-5 minutes 

Talking about your day (03). In context: 3-5 minutes. What are they doing? Leslie, Matt, and Reba are friends. Leslie and Matt are asking Reba about her day.
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SOCIALIZING (04) Talking about hobbies (04) In context: 3-5 minutes 

What about you? Nancy: Pretty ______. Hey, what are you ______ to do this weekend? Rob: I am going to ______ the piano. Nancy: Do you play ______? Rob:.
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Where are you going movie - Directed by Fabien Adam 

A movie directed by Fabien Adam. Why Marseille-Pusan. It's during a chat about Korea and Pusan that Fabien Adam asked Kim. Jung Eun to join him in this trip.
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Where do you live? (3) Giving directions to your house (05) In context 

Then, turn right on Parker Road. And your house is the first one on the left? 7. Yes, that's right. 5. It's really easy! Turn left on Rich. Street. Go straight over the.
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Why can't you tickle yourself? 

by somatosensory cortex and anterior cingulate cortex: these areas are activated less by a self-produced tactile stimulus than by the same stimulus when it is ...
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What teenager are you 

1) Your mother shouts at you because you haven't tidied your bedroom a) You are ... c) You stay with your friends ... have good sides, fortunately, but in your ...
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You are loved 

Mes ordres de marche ont compris « Faith House » (Rondes de Minuit) et « The ..... prolifique (il a écrit plus de 40 livres de dévotion), Meyer est surtout connu pour ...... The rich word of Christ Live in your hearts and make you ... sing his songs,
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You Are No Angel 

Intro: Start on the word â€œAngelâ€�. Sway right, left, triple step, Sway left, right, Triple step. Lock step diagonally Fwd. right, left, Lock step diagonally back right, left.
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Where the Women Are: Biology 

Nov 4, 2011 - the same time, in the face of financial realities, universities are clamping down on tenure-track spots in all fields. As a result, many new Ph.D.'s.
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where materials come from, where they're made 

It was commissioned by The Documentary Channel and will begin production in .... The NHL Channel (2nd window commission), Canada .... Research Assistant.
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Are you a convincing writer and passionate about health care? Do you 

22 mars 2019 - The Ottawa Hospital is one of Canada's largest learning and ... Identify projects and stories that can be told to help build the hospital's brand.
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